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Goal: Quotient Algorithms
Given a finitely presented group G, find quotients of G (to study 
G through the quotient images: index, membership, 
intersections, ...). 
Quotient Algorithm: For a specified class 𝒞 of groups, assume 
we have a homomorphism φ:G→ H for a group H ∈ 𝒞. 

Find a new homomorphism α:G→ A such that 
A ∈ 𝒞. 

kerα < kerφ. 
kerφ/kerα is elementary abelian (in specified characteristic p). 
So A is an extension of H with a module in characteristic p. 
kerα is minimal (under specified condition on the factor).
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Goal: Quotient Algorithms
Given a finitely presented group G, find quotients of G (to study 
G through the quotient images: index, membership, 
intersections, ...). 
Quotient Algorithm: For a specified class 𝒞 of groups, assume 
we have a homomorphism φ:G→ H for a group H ∈ 𝒞. 

Find a new homomorphism α:G→ A such that 
A ∈ 𝒞. 

kerα < kerφ. 
kerφ/kerα is elementary abelian (in specified characteristic p). 
So A is an extension of H with a module in characteristic p. 
kerα is minimal (under specified condition on the factor).

Why 
only modules? 

Nonsolvable bits 
show up in the 

radical factor “on 
the top” of any 

quotient.
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Instances
p-quotient algorithm 

Solvable Quotient algorithm 

Polycyclic Quotient algorithm 

What about nonsolvable, non-simple H ? 

Assume radical factor known: Using H-Quotient 
algorithm (try out images for free generators in group 
H in backtrack search) will find initial step.
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Follow The p-Quotient
𝒞 is class of (finite) p-groups, want to increase 
nilpotency class by one in each step. 
In free group largest such quotient is the p-cover: 

If H≅F/M for a free group F, p-cover is Ĥ=F/[M,F]Mp 
(add largest central p-elementary quotient of M). 
Evaluate relators M in the p-Cover Ĥ for quotient A. 
Special properties of p-groups are building blocks: 

Fixed ,  only trivial  , describe cover as 

 for efficient computation.

Rank
Module

PCGroup.
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Generalize

General case of finite H: 
Let F be free group of rank e of which G is quotient 
inducing ψ:F→ H. Let M=kerψ. 
Choose prime p. The largest p-elementary quotient 
of M is M/K for K=[M,M]Mp. Let Θ:F→Ĥ=F/K. 
If there is a larger quotient A of G, the map from F 
to A factors through Ĥ, that is the module is 
quotient of the representation module MH,p,e =M/K.
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Gaschütz’ Theorem
Theorem of Gaschütz shows that module structure of 
MH,p,e (and extension by H) depends only on H, p, e ; 
(not on F or ψ). Same composition as (RH,p)e−1⊕1  
(RH,p =D1r1⊕…⊕Dt rt regular with Di proj. indec.); and 
MH,p,e =𝓐⊕𝓑, where 𝓐.H universal split:  

𝓐=D1e−s1⊕D2(e−1)r2-s2⊕…⊕Dt(e−1)rt-st 

and the si (and 𝓑) determined from rad(D1). 

We can construct Ĥ=MH,p,e .H (and Θ:F→Ĥ) as 
subgroup of (H⋉RH,p)e. but that group is quite large 
(dim. is |H|(e−1)+1).

GASCHÜTZ 

Math. Z. 
1954
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Constructing The Representation Module
Let Z=ℤ/pℤ (or Z=ℤ for all primes together) and set 
W=Z≀H=H⋉RH,p. Write RH,p additively. 

Let θi :F→ W defined on the free generating set x1,…xe : 
θi(xj)=(ψ(xj),0) for j ≠ i,      θi(xi)=(ψ(xi),1e) 

Set Θ = θ1×…×θe:F→ We. Then: 
Original projection ψ:F→ H factors through Θ. 
kerψ/kerΘ is p-elementary abelian, thus Mp≦kerΘ. 

θi restricted to M is FOX derivative. 
Thus kerΘ = [M,M]Mp,   Θ(M) ≅ MH,p,e  , Ĥ ≅ Θ(F ).
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Constructing The Representation Module
Let Z=ℤ/pℤ (or Z=ℤ for all primes together) and set 
W=Z≀H=H⋉RH,p. Write RH,p additively. 

Let θi :F→ W defined on the free generating set x1,…xe : 
θi(xj)=(ψ(xj),0) for j ≠ i,      θi(xi)=(ψ(xi),1e) 

Set Θ = θ1×…×θe:F→ We. Then: 
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kerψ/kerΘ is p-elementary abelian, thus Mp≦kerΘ. 

θi restricted to M is FOX derivative. 
Thus kerΘ = [M,M]Mp,   Θ(M) ≅ MH,p,e  , Ĥ ≅ Θ(F ).

1e the unit vector 
supported on 
identity of H
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Radical Reduction

MH,p,e is large. Use only semisimple, homogeneous kernel. 

Thus one  type in radical factor of MH,p,e. 

For a simple H-module V, let ĤV,e (=Ĥ/V(MH,p,e)), the e-
generator V-module cover of H, be the largest quotient 
with semisimple, V-homogeneous kernel.  
Let ϱ:F→ ĤV,e be projection. Maximal lift of G→H with 
V-homogeneous kernel is G→ĤV,e/ϱ(R). 
For H a p-group of rank e and V the trivial module, this 
is the p-cover. Thus correct generalization.

Module
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Constructing ĤV,e

ĤV,e is a subdirect product of a universal split 
extension S of H with extensions Ei =E(H,V,βi) for 
{βi} a basis of H 2(H,V ). 

(So ĤV,e is subgroup of S × E1×…× Ed ). 

Proof: Any extension of V by H corresponds to 
cocycle that is coboundary plus sum of βi’s . Cocycle 
arithmetic in subdirect product of extensions.  

“Subtract parts outside B2 to get split extension”.
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arithmetic in subdirect product of extensions.  
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Maximal Split Extension
To get structure of the maximal split extension S: 
Maximal V-homogeneous quotient of RH,p is Vr, for r the 
dimension of abs. irred. constituent of V (over suitable field 
extension). 
Define ΘV,e:F→ (H⋉Vr )e composition of Θ:F→Ĥ<(H⋉RH,p)e 
with natural map for the kernel of Vr . Let S= ΘV,e(F ). 
Any quotient of Ĥ, that has V-homogeneous kernel and is 
split will factor through ΘV,e. 
Note: Not every nonsplit extension (and a proof is 
required), as Ĥ∩(RH,e)e≠(RH,e)e.



To construct ΘV,e:F→ (H⋉RH,p)e explicitly, modify Θ: 

Since RH,p is cyclic module, its quotient Vr is cyclic. 
Let z ∈ Vr be cyclic generator. Let θ'i:F→ H⋉ Vr 
defined by θ'i(xj)=(ψ(xj),0) for j ≠ i, θ'i(xi)=(ψ(xi),z). 
Then Θ′p=θ'1×…×θ'e has same kernel as ΘV,e. 

To find z, take vectors x1,…xr ∈ V whose images 
span absolute irreducible quotient, and take z as 
sum of the xi ’s in the i-th copies of V.

Constructing The Split Part
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To construct ΘV,e:F→ (H⋉RH,p)e explicitly, modify Θ: 

Since RH,p is cyclic module, its quotient Vr is cyclic. 
Let z ∈ Vr be cyclic generator. Let θ'i:F→ H⋉ Vr 
defined by θ'i(xj)=(ψ(xj),0) for j ≠ i, θ'i(xi)=(ψ(xi),z). 
Then Θ′p=θ'1×…×θ'e has same kernel as ΘV,e. 

To find z, take vectors x1,…xr ∈ V whose images 
span absolute irreducible quotient, and take z as 
sum of the xi ’s in the i-th copies of V.

Constructing The Split Partmaximal r is 
dimension of abs. irred 

summand of V.



2-Cohomology
Given finite group H and module V. Assume confluent 
monoid rewriting system for H. 
1.Add generators for V, use wreath product ordering. Add 
relations for V and for H-action on V. 

2.Change H-rewriting rules L→R to L→Rv with v∈V variable.  

3.Confluence conditions: Overlaps of left sides, reduce. H-
part vanishes. Get linear equations in the variables. 

4.Solutions, modulo images of coboundaries, give H2 

Substituting a solution for the variables gives presentation for 
extension. As only one simple module is added, variable 
space is limited. No vector enumeration needed.
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space is limited. No vector enumeration needed.

“Folklore”, but we 
actually wrote it up and 

implemented.
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2-Cohomology
Given finite group H and module V. Assume confluent 
monoid rewriting system for H. 
1.Add generators for V, use wreath product ordering. Add 
relations for V and for H-action on V. 

2.Change H-rewriting rules L→R to L→Rv with v∈V variable.  

3.Confluence conditions: Overlaps of left sides, reduce. H-
part vanishes. Get linear equations in the variables. 

4.Solutions, modulo images of coboundaries, give H2 

Substituting a solution for the variables gives presentation for 
extension. As only one simple module is added, variable 
space is limited. No vector enumeration needed.

“Folklore”, but we 
actually wrote it up and 

implemented.

v·h is larger than 
h·v’, 

write conjugator relations 
as reductions



Building A Rewriting System
Rewriting system for H built along 
composition series, from simple factors. Same 
principles (conjugation/tails) combine. 
Rewriting systems for simple factors from 
presentation (An) 
Or from to BN-pair (Lie type, some 
sporadics) by combining Pc pres. for Borel 
and rewriting system for Weyl (Sn prominent) 
with rules for double cosets (transform wBw 
to BwB ). [not yet fully implemented.]

SCHMIDT 

2010



Order 61440 86016 122880 172042 245760 344064

Number 98 52 258 154 582 291

Application: Perfect Groups
Same cohomology tools can be used to construct 
perfect groups, mirroring construction of groups of 
small orders: Construct Modules, Compatible pairs, 
reduce number of isomorphism tests by discarding 
groups if not constructed minimally. 

Order 368640 491520 688128 737280 983040

Number 46 975 508 54 ?
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Number 98 52 258 154 582 291

Application: Perfect Groups
Same cohomology tools can be used to construct 
perfect groups, mirroring construction of groups of 
small orders: Construct Modules, Compatible pairs, 
reduce number of isomorphism tests by discarding 
groups if not constructed minimally. 

Order 368640 491520 688128 737280 983040
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From 
normal subgroup of 

minimal order with factor 
group of minimal 
isomorphism type



Generalize
Can build covers (first prototype) from generic permutation/
matrix group conversion/factor group routines. Costly. 
Better Approach: For H 2(H,V ), used (and thus have) 
confluent rewriting system for H. 
”Hybrid” Representation: Extension N.H as pairs (h,n ) with 
h∈H word in generators and n∈N. 

Assume N solvable (N.H is polycyclic-by-finite), as PCGroup. 

Arithmetic: Store action of generators of H on N. Rewriting 
system for H, and associated tails in N, to bring products in 
H into normal form and get correct cofactors.

PCGroup.
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Working With Extensions In GAP
Hybrid representation not only for the nonsplit extensions 
associated to cocycles, but also for split part of ĤV,e: 

Same rewriting rules with trivial tails and prescribed 
action gives semidirect product. 
Subgroups: find representatives for H and modify tails. 
Subdirect products, Quotients easy. 
So far all of rewriting in library. Not fast. 
If H has radical, re-build with it in N. Significant speedup.  

Few other operations. For iteration re-calculate permrep. 
of new quotient.
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associated to cocycles, but also for split part of ĤV,e: 

Same rewriting rules with trivial tails and prescribed 
action gives semidirect product. 
Subgroups: find representatives for H and modify tails. 
Subdirect products, Quotients easy. 
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Back To Permutation Representations

For perm. representation of an fp. group G=M.H : 
1.Find U<G pre-image of subgroup of H. 
2.Abelian rewriting finds μ:U→A abelian. 
3.If ker μ≠ker H, the induced representation μ↑G 
has larger image. 

H. 

Exp.Math. 
2001



The Hybrid Quotient Algorithm
Given G=F/R, rank e. 

1. Initialize first quotient φ:G→ H for H fitting-free. 

Iterate for current φ:G→ H and chosen prime p: 

1.Classify (or specify) the irreducible 𝔽pH modules V. 

2.For each V, construct ρ:F→ ĤV,e from ψ:F→H. 

3.Evaluate ρ(R ). Let ρV : G → ĤV,e/ρ(R )=:QV induced by 
composition of ρ with natural map. 

4.Let α be the subdirect product of the ρV. 

Then α is the largest quotient lifting φ whose kernel is 
semisimple p-elementary abelian. Take α is the next φ.
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B. Meataxe 
C. Tensoring



The Hybrid Quotient Algorithm
Given G=F/R, rank e. 

1. Initialize first quotient φ:G→ H for H fitting-free. 

Iterate for current φ:G→ H and chosen prime p: 

1.Classify (or specify) the irreducible 𝔽pH modules V. 

2.For each V, construct ρ:F→ ĤV,e from ψ:F→H. 
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composition of ρ with natural map. 
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ĤV,e
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R ρ(R )

QV
ϱV



gap> F:=FreeGroup("x","y","z");;
gap> G:=SimplifiedFpGroup(F/ParseRelators(F,
> ”[x,[x,y]]=z,[y,[y,z]]=x,[z,[z,x]]=y”));;
gap> q:=GQuotients(G,AlternatingGroup(5))[1];
[ x, y ] -> [ (1,2,4,5,3), (1,2,3,4,5) ]
gap> cov:=LiftQuotientHybrid(q,2);#.3 sec.
Irreducible Module 1, dim=1
Cover of size 480 extends by dimension 1
Irreducible Module 2, dim=4
Cover of size 3932160 extends by dimension 4
Irreducible Module 3, dim=4
Cover of size 960 does not extend
[ x, y ] -> [ (1,5,7,10,4)(2,6,8,9,3) […]
gap> cov:=LiftQuotientHybrid(cov,2);; #2.(2✕24).A5, 2sec.

Example: Heineken Group



Further Iterations give (known finite quotient): 
24.24.(2✕2).24.24.2.(2✕24).A5 

| 4 sec.
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| 30 sec.      

Example: Heineken Group
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| 30 sec.      | 150 sec.            | 21 min.            | 36 min. (2 min. for quotient), 1GB, perm. degree 15360

Example: Heineken Group



gap> f:=FreeGroup("r","s");;
gap> g:=f/ParseRelators(f,”r3,s7,(rs)10,[r,s]10”);;#infinite
gap> quots:=GQuotients(g,AlternatingGroup(10));;# finds 3
gap> quots[1];# others map similarly to cycles 33,7,52
[ r, s ] -> [ (2,9,4)(3,6,8)(5,10,7), (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) ]
gap> mo:=IrreducibleModules(Image(quots[1]),GF(2));;
gap> List(mo[2],x->x.dimension);
[ 1, 8, 16, 26, 48, 64, 64, 160, 198, 200, 768 ]
gap>cov:=LiftQuotientHybrid(quots[1],2:dims:=[1,8]); 
Cover of size 14515200 extends by dimension 1
Cover of size 1307412986224[…] extends by dimension 24
[ r, s ] -> [ (1,48,75)[…]
gap> time; #10.5 hours, almost all on perm. rep. deg 5310
37668413
gap> cov2:=LiftQuotientHybrid(quots[2],2:dims:=[1,8]);#2min
Cover of size 14515200 does not extend
Cover of size 1307412986224[…] extends by dimension 8

Coxeter (l,m,n;q)
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Cover of size 1307412986224[…] extends by dimension 24
[ r, s ] -> [ (1,48,75)[…]
gap> time; #10.5 hours, almost all on perm. rep. deg 5310
37668413
gap> cov2:=LiftQuotientHybrid(quots[2],2:dims:=[1,8]);#2min
Cover of size 14515200 does not extend
Cover of size 1307412986224[…] extends by dimension 8
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Open Tasks / Questions

Avoid permutation representation. 

Speed up collection process. 

Determine suitable primes p, modules a priori. 

Can one do the same over ℤ? 

Further use of the hybrid representation. 
(Automorphism Groups!)
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